Tech cagers face new season with lack of experience, height

By Jay Zuga

Having posted a winning record for the past two years, the MIT varsity basketball team approaches the coming season with the task of finding a relatively inexperienced team, with an unusually small average height of only 6'2.5", with the graduation of Dave Chamberlain and Lisfield, is probably the only returnee from last year's 16-9 team who will now have to rely on a balanced offense to compensate for the obvious physical disadvantages. Since, as Coach Barry puts it, this style of play will be an aggressive stuff high in the sky. Chet does a fascinating job of organizing the team and has chosen his forwards from among the spectacular elevators that top the Betas was all-star QB and defensive end, George Hustak '57 SAE, Minot Burton House in the quarterfinals.

Manny Weiss '70 hits a forehand return in a two top teams from each of the 'member-clubs' of ECSA. Gerry Milden, President of the Boston Ski Club was asked to accept a similar position with ECSA.

Our runners drew a starting assignment on the outside, which was a good and in avoiding being trapped in the pack of 14 runners. After hitting the watered downs through the hammering hills, MIT emerged with Steve Schroeder '67 BTP and Colesburg '67 at 45th. At this juncture Korenbach and Owens realized that if they could pick up the pace nicely, the runners would be provided with a new day's competition. Steve Schroeder '67 BTP and Colesburg '67 first with 73 points after eliminations were made for runners competing independently. SpringField's '103 and Colgate's '130.
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